
 

 

RIT Capital Partners: de-stocking 
 
In the taxonomy of finance, investment management gets tagged as “buy-side”. Yet some would say 
the real skill lies in selling. The first Baron Rothschild claimed fortunes were made by disposing of 
assets too soon. His descendants appear to agree. RIT Capital Partners, a £3bn investment trust 
chaired by the fourth Baron, Jacob Rothschild, has reduced its riskier holdings in equities significantly 
since 2013. If history is any guide, RIT’s negative view will play out well for its shareholders.  

RIT’s interim report on Monday reiterated the stance that equities are expensive, noting increased 
risks from less accommodative central banks and geopolitical strife. According to Bloomberg data, the 
S&P 500 index trades at 21 times its trailing annual earnings, a quarter higher than its average over 60 
years. As a result, RIT has cut its net exposure to equities, adjusting for any hedging against market 
declines, to 43 per cent. Compare that to 60 per cent in 2013.  

There are signs that investors like this cautious line. One signal comes via the trust’s market value 
relative to its net asset value. Performance in the midst of a raging bull market has understandably 
trailed that of global equity specialists such as Scottish Mortgage Investment Trust and Witan 
Investment Trust. RIT has managed just 8.6 per cent over the past year, less than a quarter of Scottish 
Mortgage’s return. Still, RIT trades near its highest premium to NAV over the past five years, 
suggesting that more people agree with its bearish view.  

The fact that RIT can adjust its mandate for the vagaries of the market may mean less than the interest 
in its defensive posturing. While investment trust discounts have narrowed generally over the past 
year, notable premia have appeared for others with similar absolute return mandates, including Ruffer 
Investment Company and Personal Assets Trust. If you cannot turn bearish when a rogue state is 
threatening a missile strike against US territory, when can you? 


